Dr. Kaminski - you have my word that:

- I wrote this entire application myself - in accordance with the guidelines in the course policies, syllabus and university policies for student of what’s considered acceptable academic behavior. Any code (longer than a line or two) used in this assignment which was created by someone else (even if changed slightly) or was written jointly with someone else is both clearly attributed (in a comment in the code) and described here.

  I used _____________________________’s Asgn 1 as the starting basis (or for reference) for my Asgn 2.

- The program code attached here did actually produce the data files which are attached here.
- There was no editing of the data files after the attached programs produced them (except perhaps the font, font size, wrap-around and/or page-orientation for printing).

____________________________________________
(your signature)

List below all aspects of your programs and output that either DO NOT WORK CORRECTLY or DO NOT FOLLOW the A2specs/A2DemoSpecs (or A1specs/A1Notes, where relevant).